Abstract-To avoid the lock-in problem in service-oriented software, existing interface-decoupling mechanisms focus on identifying high-level service mappings, which are not necessarily applicable on translating actual data. Based on the fundamental data-translation process, its successful outcome is guaranteed if mappings are low-level, i.e. they satisfy schema constraints. The problem is that if similar services have been identified based on high-level mappings, then schema constraints may be violated. To overcome this problem, we propose a proactive approach to identify similar services that satisfy schema constraints. In particular, our approach follows a composite workflow (instead of existing hybrid workflows), which determines schema constraints (service documents do not specify them) and estimates service-translation cost (actual cost is not available) as a function of ensured schema-constraints. We compare our approach against a state-of-the-art servicesimilarity approach on benchmark services and the results show that high service-similarity does not necessarily imply low service-translation cost, the bidirectional nature of service similarity can be misleading, ensured schema-constraints improve service similarity, and estimated translation-cost is very close to actual cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Famous vendors (e.g. Google, Amazon) make available their resources as services via adopting the Service-oriented Architecture (SoA) style [1] . However, SoA software should not be developed with respect to specific service providers, since it may be locked in outdated software functionality. Moreover, service heterogeneity may make the migration of SoA software too difficult. To avoid the lock-in problem from interface perspective, decoupling (e.g. adapter-based) approaches map service interfaces to alternative ones 1 and translate their invocations.
Motivation & challenges. Existing interface-decoupling mechanisms identify high-level service (usually bidirectional) mappings [2] , which are not necessarily applicable on translating actual data. On the contrary, they are oriented on relating definitions of (e.g. XML) schema elements. Given that service translation is performed not only at operation level, but also at schema level, it is a variation of the traditional data-translation process [3] , according to which high-level mappings are not sufficient to guarantee the outcome of the process. In particular, the process requires the identification of low-level mappings that apply on actual data. Low-level mappings generally are those that satisfy schema (integrity and structural) constraints [3] . Such mappings are further directed, since the translation process is not necessarily communitative, i.e. translation in the reverse direction may not be feasible or may not have the same cost.
As a motivating example, Fig. 1 (b) depicts the highlevel mappings between a part of the message schemas of two alternative services that register personal information. We observe that the compulsory (star notation) elements firstName and birthPlace of the target schema are unmapped. Moreover, only one occurrence of the target element email is mapped, since the corresponding source element occurs only once. In this case, since there are missing values in some of the target elements, the constraints in the target schema that are in bold are violated and the outcome of the translation process is not guaranteed.
Overall, if a decoupling mechanism adopts an existing service-similarity approach that identifies high-level mappings, then schema constraints may be violated, leading to a potential unsuccessful outcome of the service translation. Thus, what is still missing in the literature is an approach that identifies similar services that satisfy schema constraints. However, the proposal of such an approach is challenging, since schema constraints are not specified by service documents. On top of this, the actual number of violated schema-constraints cannot be calculated during the development/configuration of a decoupling solution 2 . Contribution. To address these challenges, we propose a proactive approach to identify similar services that satisfy schema constraints. In particular, our approach follows a composite workflow (instead of hybrid, typically used in service similarity) so that it comprises the following distinct steps: (i) service pre-processing for determining schema constraints (service documents do not specify them); (ii) highlevel mapping identification, and (iii) estimation of ensured schema-constraints. Since the actual number of the latter cannot be calculated during the development/configuration of a decoupling solution, our approach makes an estimation of them based on previously identified high-level mappings. To this end, we further propose a metric for estimating translation cost as a function of ensured schema-constraints 3 . Composite workflows generally offer clear interpretation of their results [4] and are more effective than hybrid ones [5] . Overall, our contribution focuses on the first and third workflow steps (see Fig. 1 (a) ), since the second step has already been investigated by the literature (e.g. [6] ).
We compare our approach against the state-of-the-art service-similarity approach in [6] on benchmark services and the results show that (i) high service-similarity does not necessarily imply low service-translation cost; (ii) the bidirectional nature of service similarity can be misleading; (iii) ensured schema-constraints improve service similarity; (iv) estimated translation-cost is very close to actual cost.
Our contribution is summarized and structured as follows. Section II categorizes and compares state-of-theart approaches. Section III specifies the proposed notions of schema constraint, high-level mapping, and servicetranslation cost. Section IV defines the metric that we propose for estimating translation cost. Section V describes our composite workflow. Section VI presents the evaluation results of our approach. Finally, Section VII summarizes our approach and discusses its future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work belongs to the research domains of service similarity and SoA decoupling. We do not describe datatranslation approaches, since they solely produce translation scripts, without estimating translation cost.
A. Service Similarity
From service-interface perspective, some similarity approaches compare keywords/terms that exist in interface specification-documents (e.g. [7] , [8] ). Other approaches compare operation signatures (e.g. [9] ). [10] and [11] further compare the documentation of service operations. Other approaches match message schemas (e.g. [12] ). Finally, [13] and [6] identify similar services via determining relaxed versions of the object-oriented notion of the behavioural [8] hybrid keywords X [9] similarity signatures [10] (autonomous) keywords & [11] signatures [12] [ 13] subtyping schema (versioning) matching [6] subtyping Ours (autonomous) composite schema constraints subtyping [14] and identifying high-level mappings ( [13] on service versions, while [6] on autonomous services, i.e. developed by different providers).
Comparison. We compare the approaches in terms of the following criteria: service relation, similarity workflow, adopted similarity-estimation technique, and translation aspect (Table I) . We observe that our approach is the (i) only similarity approach of composite workflow that (ii) considers schema constraints to (iii) estimate translation cost.
B. SoA Decoupling
Approaches for SoA decoupling are based on the adapter/proxy patterns [15] or service abstractions. Decoupling approaches range from static (realized at compile time) to dynamic (a single client is used at runtime).
One of the earliest proxy-based approaches [16] proposes that a provider releases not only service versions, but also their proxies (static decoupling). [17] constructs a graph of dependencies between service versions, used by proxy for dispatching service invocations, manipulating specific categories of service changes (semi-dynamic decoupling).
In the adapter-based approach of [18] , the adapter interface is derived from the same popular interface, while in [19] , this assumption is relaxed. [20] defines adapters that resolve service mismatches in combination with human intervention (semi-dynamic decoupling). In [21] , adapter interface has subtyping relation with concrete services. [22] and [23] use has-a abstractions, while [6] , [24] , and [25] is-a abstractions. [18] dynamic [19] adapter [20] similar semi-dynamic [22] (autonomous) dynamic has-a [23] abstractions [24] is-a [25] abstractions [21] subtyping
is-a abstractions Ours adapter
Comparison. We compare the approaches in terms of the following criteria: service relation, decoupling type, decoupling technique, and translation aspect (Table II) . We observe that our approach is the only SoA decoupling approach that takes into account the aspect of service translation.
III. BASIC NOTIONS
We define the notions of service interface, schema constraint, and high-level mapping (Sections III-A, III-B, and III-C). We further introduce the notion of service-translation cost (Section III-D).
A. Service Interface
According to our model that is derived by WSDL-based services, a service interface I (Table III (1)) is characterized by its name and set of operations OPS (Table III ( 2) ). An operation OP (Table III ( 3)) accepts an input in and produces an output message out. A message MSG (Table  III (4)) comprises its name and set of built-in data-types E (Table III (5)). The latter correspond to leaf elements of the tree structure of an XML schema. We consider only leaves, since these are the elements where actual values are located.
A leaf element (Table III (5)) consists of its name, its type, and the interval OC (Table III (6)) of its total min and max occurrence numbers. Given that instances of a leaf element appear in a schema instance so many times as high the product of the instances of the elements that belong to a path from the schema root to a leaf is 4 , the above fields min and max are typically calculated by finding the products of the min and max occurrence-numbers of all the elements of such a path. On top of this, the occurrence of a leaf element is further controlled by the order indicators of its parent element. The order indicator of an element can be all (i.e. its children appear in any order but at most once), 
sequence (i.e. only one of its children occurs), or choice (i.e. its children must appear in a specified order). Finally, our model organizes leaf elements into the three categories com, key, and rest that we propose (Table III  ( 4)) by taking into account schema (structural and integrity) constraints that are explained below.
B. Schema Constraint
Structural constraints. According to [3] , such constraints are related to parent/child relationships, order constraints, and element appearance. Even though our model focuses only on leaf elements, we consider parent/child relationships to some extent, since as previously discussed, our model calculates the total occurrence-numbers of leaves based on those of internal elements via following their parent/child relationships. The order constraints of an element is related to its order indicator. Finally, the appearance of an element depends on both the total occurrence-numbers and order indicator of an element. Taking into account all these constraints, we introduce the notion of a compulsory leafelement.
Definition 1: A leaf element is compulsory (member of the category com) if (i) its order indicator is sequence, (ii) its min occurrence-number is greater than zero, and (iii) its type is built-in. Returning to the example of Fig. 1 (b) , the elements phone, email, and address are compulsory.
Integrity constraints. They are related to primary/foreign key relationships. Primary key in XML refers to an element (or a combination of elements) whose value is unique, nonnullable, and identifies the values of the other elements that are located at the same layer of a schema tree. While there is a dedicated element in XML for defining keys, it is rarely used in practice 5 . Thus, we assume that an element plays the role of primary key when the following holds.
Definition 2: A leaf element is primary key (member of the category key) if (i) it is compulsory, (ii) its min and max occurrence-numbers equal to one, (iii) it has at least one non-leaf sibling-element, and (iv) its value is unique. 
Returning to the example of Fig. 1 (b) , the combination of the elements firstName, lastName, birthDate, and birthPlace is a primary key. The foreign-key notion refers to an element, whose value points to a key element, and is defined as follows.
Definition 3: A leaf element is foreign key (member of the category key) if (i) its min and max occurrencenumbers equal to one, (ii) its type is built-in, (iii) its order indicator is sequence, (iv) its name is a key name.
For simplicity reasons, we hereafter use the term key to refer to either a primary or foreign key.
C. High-level Mapping
We formally define the notion of high-level mapping in Table IV . Such a mapping 6 is hierarchically structured by following our service-interface model, as explained below.
Interface mapping. An interface mapping M I (Table IV (1)) consists of the source and target interfaces, along with a set of operation mappings M OP S (Table IV (2)) .
Operation mapping. An operation mapping M OP (Table  IV ( 3)) consists of the source and target operations, along with the mappings between their input and output messages.
Message mapping. A message mapping M MSG (Table  IV ( (Table IV (5)) consists of the source and target elements, along with the amount of the information that is lost when a source value is translated to a target value. The notion of information loss is detailed in Section III-D.
D. Service-translation Cost
As previously discussed, service translation works on lowlevel mappings that relate the elements of a path of a source schema to the elements of a path of a target schema via using integrity and structural constraints. In particular, service translation performs for each low-level mapping a retrieve and an insert step. In the first step, the process traverses a source path and retrieves actual values. In the second step, the process is guided by mapped elements and inserts translated values into proper positions. Based on this overall description of the process, translation cost mainly depends on the following factors: (i) no retrieved values for target leaf-elements; (ii) information loss during the translation of a source value to a target value; (iii) unmapped source leafelements.
Concerning the first two factors, if examined elements are keys or compulsory, then translation cost is high, since it is risky to generate automatically missing values or it is labour-intensive and time-consuming to ask by an enduser to provide hundreds of values for large schemas. The information loss for built-in data-types (e.g. converting a double to an int) has been quantified in [10] . Regarding the third factor, the service-translation cost is low, since unmapped source-values can be safely discarded. Returning to the example of Fig. 1 (b) , the values of the elements city and country (in italics) are safely discarded. Overall, since the actual numbers of missing or translated values cannot be known a priori, we propose a metric for estimating translation cost (Section IV).
IV. ESTIMATING THE COST OF SERVICE TRANSLATION
To estimate the cost for translating invocations of a source interface to a target interface, we propose the T ranslation Cost (T C) metric 7 (Table V (1)) that accepts as input a highlevel mapping m I and the value of a threshold 8 θ.
A. Metric of Service-translation Cost
The metric is hierarchically defined, including a different metric for each layer of our service-interface model. To integrate these metrics, we use proper aggregators [27] .
Metric of interface-translation cost. We propose the metric T C I (Table V (2)) that aggregates the translation costs of mapped operations. Assuming that it is high if both costs and number of mapped operations are high, we define it as the sum of these costs divided by the max number of operations (not only mapped).
Metric of operation-translation cost. We propose the metric T C OP (Table V (3)) that aggregates the translation costs of both input and output messages via using the product aggregator, assuming that both costs should be high.
Metric of message-translation cost. We propose the metric T C MSG (Table V (4)) that calculates the complement of the aggregated percentages of the satisfied integrity (IN T ) and structural (ST R) constraints and of the information transparency (IT , i.e. the complement of information loss). The metric takes the complement, since the above percentages reflect the complement of the translation cost. 7 The metric definition is based on the notations of Tables III and IV. 8 The threshold specifies the minimum acceptable cost. Table V  THE DEFINITION OF THE PROPOSED METRIC FOR ESTIMATING SERVICE-TRANSLATION COST (ON THE SCALE 
We assume that ensured integrity and structural constraints have higher priority than information transparency, since their violations make the validation of schema instances to fail. Thus, information transparency should contribute in the metric only if the percentages of satisfied constraints are high. Assuming that both integrity and structural constraints have the same priority, the metric calculates the product of their percentages (Table V ( 4)). Finally, the metric calculates the total message-translation cost by using the priority-based aggregator 9 F P R (Table V (4)). Metric of ensured integrity-constraints. We propose the metric IN T (Table V (5)) that divides the number of the target mapped keys by the total number of target keys.
Metric of ensured structural-constraints. We propose the metric ST R (Table V (6)) that aggregates the percentages of the target mapped com and rest elements. The first (resp. second) percentage divides the number of the mapped com (resp. rest) elements by the total number of com (resp. rest) elements. Assuming that both percentages have the same priority, the metric calculates their product.
Metric of information transparency. To calculate the percentage of the information transparency, we propose the 9 F P R (Table V (8)) gives priority to the objective x, since x contributes with its entire value. On the contrary, y contributes in the product x * y, which is of lower magnitude order than x, (both x and y belong to [0, 1]).
metric IT (Table V (7)) that aggregates the informationloss percentages at the target and source messages. The first percentage is calculated by taking the complement of the information-loss percentages of the key, com, and rest elements at the target message. The second percentage is calculated by dividing the total number of the mapped elements of the source message by its total element number.
Cardinalities of the sets KEYS, COM, and REST. The cardinality of each set is calculated by adding the max occurrence numbers of all the elements of a set.
V. THE COMPOSITE WORKFLOW OF OUR APPROACH
Our approach initially pre-processes a pair of source and target interfaces to represent them based on our serviceinterface model. In this step, our approach further determines schema constraints via implementing their definitions 10 that were given in Section III-B. Following, our approach adopts a high-level mapping tool (e.g. [6] ) to produce such mappings that are defined based on our mapping model. Finally, the workflow uses our metric for estimating the servicetranslation cost. Since decoupling mechanisms usually adopt service retrieval or clustering approaches to identify similar Figure 2 . The composite workflow that is followed by our approach.
services, we further describe how our approach can be integrated with such mechanisms.
Service retrieval. Given a service, whose interface will be used by an adapter, our approach is iteratively used for comparing a service against a set of candidate services. The most similar services are then used as adaptee services.
Service clustering. Our approach is iteratively used for comparing pairs of services. From the formed clusters, the one whose member services has the lowest total translationcost is selected. Following, the interface of an adapter is identified by the service, whose translation cost to the other services of the selected cluster is min. The remaining services of the cluster are used as adaptee services.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We implemented the previously described service-retrieval and -clustering approaches and customized them to use two metrics, our translation-cost metric and the similaritymetric of the approach in [6] . We use [6] , since as previously mentioned, it provides a high-level mapping tool. We compare our approach against [6] on the Web services of the benchmark OWLS-TC4
11 . The executable file of our research prototype and the evaluation results are available at this location 12 . We firstly set up our experiments.
A. Experimental Setup
Benchmark. OWLS-TC4 provides (i) the result service sets of the queries Q 1 -Q 42 (Table VI) ; (ii) ideal high-level service and schema mappings. Since each service document contains only one interface, we use the terms service and interface interchangeably.
Methodology. The evaluation includes two parts, one for service retrieval and one for service clustering. In the first part (Section VI-B), we form for each query all the service pairs, we calculate their translation costs and similarity values, and we compare them. We also generated for each service pair a number (e.g. 10) of service-invocation instances. Then, we calculated their average actual-costs to translate invocations of one service of a pair to the other service and we compare them against estimated costs.
In the second part (Section VI-C), we implemented a typical clustering method [28] that forms hierarchies of clusters (a.k.a. dendrograms). Since each query corresponds to a distinct cluster, we gave as input to the method the services of multiple queries. However, since the total service-number 11 projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/owls-tc 12 ecs.victoria.ac.nz/foswiki/pub/Main/DionysisAthanasopoulos/sources.zip 13 The result set of this query includes only one service interface. of all the queries is very high, we used a subset of them that corresponds to small and cohesive clusters (see Table  VII ). We executed the method twice, once for our metric and once for the similarity metric. In the case of our metric, every service pair was examined in both directions and was included in a cluster if its translation cost was greater than zero in at least one direction.
In both evaluation parts, we further calculated the effectiveness of the used high-level mappings via comparing mapped schema-elements against ideally mapped elements (provided by the benchmark) to calculate their F-measure values [29] (high F-measure indicates high effectiveness). Even if our approach takes such mappings as input by the tool in [6] , we calculate their effectiveness since we examine their relation to estimated translation-cost.
B. Evaluation Results on Service Retrieval
The grouped-bar charts of Fig. 3 provide details on the results for two representative queries. The x-axis of the charts corresponds to service pairs and the y-axis jointly depicts translation costs, service similarity, and F-measure values. We observe that translation cost is not necessarily in accordance to similarity, since their absolute differences in the majority of service pairs are not low 14 . If translation cost is much higher than high similarity, then we observe that services are not only similar, but also there is no schema-constraint violation. If translation cost is much lower than high similarity, then we observe that even if services are similar, there are constraint violations. Inspecting the results in the last case, we further observed that there are not necessarily many violations, but these violations were enough to increase translation cost (conjunctive nature of our metric).
Another observation is about the directed nature of the translation process, which is verified from Fig. 3 . In particular, we observe that the same service pairs have different translation costs in the two directions (e.g. the pairs 1-2 and 2-1 in Q 22 ). We also observe that F-measure is high when similarity is also high. Thus, the used high-level mappings are good enough, permitting us to deal with the effectiveness of our approach exclusively. Finally, we observe that actual costs (see Fig. 3 ) are very close to estimated costs 14 . The total results for all of the queries are presented in Table VI . It provides the numbers of service pairs that have estimated costs which are lower, close to, or higher than their similarity, and are further very close to actual costs. We calculated the corresponding percentages, which are 28%, 42%, and 90%, respectively. Thus, the 72% of service pairs has estimated costs much lower or higher of their similarities and the 90% very close to their actual costs, verifying our previous conclusions.
C. Evaluation Results on Service Clustering
The clusters that were produced by using the servicesimilarity and -translation metrics are depicted by rectangles in the dendrograms of Fig. 4 (a) and (b) , respectively. 14 We consider that the absolute difference of two values in [0, 1] is low if it is smaller than a tolerance/epsilon value (we indicatively used 0.1). Comparing them against the ideal clusters of Table VII , we observe that the clusters based on our metric are closer to the ideal ones. Inspecting the results, we observed that it happens due to (i) the directed nature of service translation and (ii) ensured schema-constraints. Concerning the first reason, we observed that the bidirectional nature of service similarity is misleading, since some services are not compatible at both directions. Thus, when the aggregation of the similarities of two directions is performed, the total servicesimilarity is reduced (e.g. i 3 vs. i 1 ). Regarding the second reason, we observed that even if a few schema-constraints are violated, estimated cost is significantly reduced. On the contrary, the similarity metric ignores constraint violations, giving high similarity (e.g. i 12 vs. i 1 ). Thus, ensured schemaconstraints improve service similarity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a proactive approach to identify similar services that satisfy schema constraints. The evaluation results showed that service similarity is not necessarily in accordance to translation cost, the bidirectional nature of similarity can be misleading, ensured schema-constraints improve similarity, and estimated translation-cost is very (a) When the service-similarity metric is used.
(b) When the service-translation metric is used. Figure 4 . The evaluation results on the service-clustering method for the OWLS-TC4 queries of Table VII. close to actual cost.
A future research-direction is to estimate translation cost based on a low-level service-translation mechanism and evaluate it against existing mechanisms. To this direction, we further need to specify the notion of low-level mapping and its relation to high-level mapping. A final direction is to estimate translation cost at service-composition level.
